It's very easy to have pride and love for your own people, contrary to 'popular' belief. Indeed, it's very hard to go against nature and beat one's self on every corner, but the enemy has made it 'easy' by programming people in the worst way possible, by mass brainwashing.

If one focuses on the 'mob', and its limited deplorable acts, stupidity, and negligence of existence, then you will always feel bad about yourself, your people, and the world at large. It's true these may outweigh the good things in some situations, but still, life cannot go forward like that. Some people have to change the way they see things for anything to live and advance.

It's on the good elements one should focus and put their attention into. For this is where we grow. There are such elements in all races, that are worthy of study, understanding, and emulation. This is from where the power of a race shows up, not from the mob. The mob shows the striking average, in other words, it doesn't show the limits or the powers that individuals can possess, which in many ways, can be extraordinary superior to all other people.

Therefore SS which are a spiritual aristocracy do not waste your time focusing on the cesspool of your own. Just know their weaknesses, know where you stand, and move on. You will see how much advanced and better you will become from others, and this proves capabilities that are dormant and latent in your own people too.

If one doubts and looks down on themselves, and they say it's because of their race, that's in the very least a stupid thing. It's just one's desire to put down one's self, that shows itself on the pretext of your race. It's just self-hatred with a false reason behind it.

If we are to focus on the mob, we might as well give up, and let the planet burn. For there is no 'mob' on their own in reality, and there are individuals and circles of power running the 'mob'. If these change, there are reforms, for example.

There are great people, but one has to do some research and find them, and focus on themselves becoming better. Great people don't just happen, they make themselves, so you can make yourself one by conscious effort and correct habits, by fighting with inferior elements in ourselves, we grow better. The glory is
that after a point this becomes permanent, and one changes completely, at least where most issues are concerned.

Lastly, if people still engage in behavior and transferring it in the groups, or attempt, well, this deals nothing on our doctrine, or their race or their people even. It’s their own stuck brain, that wants to destroy or halt any progress in general, for themselves, others, and their people and the world at large.

In short, there is no space for that here. This is not a ‘group’ issue for here (unless for healthy conversation and support, or a normal rant).

By understanding yourself, the greatness of your own people and past civilizations, and applying the spiritual forces to become better yourself, you understand quickly why we are as we are here, nature's intention, and how this is the surest way for individual and mass success. In a sense, yes, we are Elite and 'Chosen', but we make ourselves as such. Therefore, we have to act accordingly, and not in the ways of the mob.

To love and have pride about your Race is easy, and supported by good focus, to hate everything including yourself is stressful and hard.
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